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SOUL STIMULATION
Since 2001, we have always had a very faithful audience, but now with SOUL
STIMULATION, we have taken a new artistic turn. The arrival of Jeffrey on
Lead vocals provides us with amazing songs, thus gaining a new audience.
Jazz-soul international charts & playlists already include several titles of our
album (over 240 000 streamings).
We are on a mission to play all over France with the next months and we are
gaining exposure being first part of KOOL & THE GANG next June in Paris.

WHAT WE CONVEY
Our music is the deep essence of what jazz was meant to be : a music that
makes people gather, that makes you feel fine, and dance like jazz band
would. Thus, as a long-lasting experimented band, we convey values of
openness and gathering. We use different musical and cultural influences
and we do not wish to be labeled. Thus, our music is unique.
On stage, we aim at creating a magic party with an incredible show.
Stevie WONDER & Maurice WHITE among others, couldn’t resist our energy.

With Stevie Wonder

NOJAZZ has always included divers collaborations from the very
beginning, starting with Teo Macero (Miles Davis legendary producer) who produced their first album
in New York. Then among others
joined Mangu, Claude Nougaro, Bishop Lamont, Earth, Wind and Fire
with the mythic Maurice White, as
well as the iconic Stevie Wonder.

With Maurice WHITE,
Earth,Wind & Fire

COLLABORATIONS

NOTABLE
ACHIEVEMENTS
WORLDWIDE SHOWS

The band has performed in over 50
countries and has been featured in the
biggest festivals such as
JAPAN - Super Deluxe, Tokyo
CANADA - Montréal
MEXICO
TUNISIA - Sicca Jazz Festival
GERMANY - Between The Beats
INDIA - Delhi
NEPAL - Kathmandu
FRANCE : Megève Electro-Jazz
Le Grand Rex, Paris with KOOL & THE
GANG on June 16th 2017

CHARTS

SOUL STIMULATION, their last album
featuring Maurice White & Stevie Wonder, has already spread around the world
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SPONSORSHIP
OUR GOAL
After touring France, we want SOUL STIMULATION to tour the world.
Our goal is to tour 5 countries on 3 continents during 4 years.
We are targeting
- Northern Europe (Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Finland…)
			- The USA
			- Asia
Now, to reach our goal and develop worldwide means
to hire a communication-press officer in each country (6 months contract)
trip expenses : transportation- accommodation - food
A tour costs between 30 000 to 40 000 €, depending on the countries.
We are thus in need of 200 000 € and this is why we are looking for strong sponsorphip. (It is important to
notice that so far, NOJAZZ has always managed by itself on many levels)

We want to find a sponsor who could use exposure to our fans and build a strong relationship.
Sponsorship can be
services such as flights or accommodation supplies
any amount of money

As partners, we can offer
- the name of your company on website, concerts and tour posters, EPK, any documents related to SOUL
STIMULATION TOUR
- Complimentory tickets for shows
- International significant exposure

Of course we are open to any business partnership suggestions

MEDIA REVIEWS
“SOUL STIMULATION makes you feel good wherever it’s on. NOJAZZ
is like a multi-groovy-sparkling mirror ball.” RFI La Bande Passante - Worldwide

Broadcast (01/24/17)

“NOJAZZ is transcending soul music. SOUL STIMULATION is a savory
cocktail that makes steep yourself in the soul, hip-hop, funk sensory delighted sounds of the 80’s”
Jean-Jacques Dikongué, La Tribune de l’Artiste (02/09/17)

LINKS &
CONTACTS
Click on icons and logo to go on websites

MANAGEMENT
Philippe Delmas
00(33) 699 520 404
philippe@pulpmusic.eu
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